
























Blackmore and Ernie Patnoe. It is unclear whether the actual complaint itself was attached, 
however those employees were put on notice that Ms. McGurl had filed the complaint and 

named them. Subsequent email exchanges show that AOT's Civil Rights Compliance Chief, Lori 

Valburn, voiced concern over this with Scott Rogers, who dismissed her concerns. 

On October 4, 2017, two weeks after the HRC complaint naming Patnoe and Blackmore, 
another DIT employee "discovered" one of Ms. McGurl's hard copy files and brought it to 

Black.rnore's attention. The file contained usernames, passwords and PIN #s that Ms. McGurl 

had used to help .people set up iPhone and IP ADS and other equipment. While expressing 

concern that the find revealed a security breach, no one contacted the Agency of Digital Services 

(ADS) to report it. Instead, they had Ms. McGurl removed from the OPS-Tech Team contact list 

on October 4, 2017. On October 8, 2017, Blackmore requested that Ms. McGurl 's "IT privileges 
to ALL state computer access be immediately restricted until further notice." On October 10, 

2017, Patnoe, without explicitly naming Ms. McGurl, sent out an email to people who would 

have known he was implicating Ms. McGurl in a possible security breach. He characterized the 

information he was providing as a "factual" and "not just hearsay breach." 

A. Prima Facie Case 

To establish a prima facie case of retaliatory discrimination based on a complaint of  

disc1imination or for using FMLA, Ms. McGurl must show that: 

(1) she engaged in a protected activity; 

(2) her employer was aware of that activity; 

(3) she suffered adverse employment decisions; and 

(4) there was a causal connection between the protected activity and the adverse 
employment actions. 19 

Generally, protected activity consists of either participating in a VFEPA protected process (filing 

a complaint of discrimination), or opposing conduct made unlawful by VFEPA or related statutes 

(retaliation for going on leave). Retaliation can be proven even when there is insufficient proof 

of the underlying complaint, so long as the complaint was made in good faith. 20 The burden of 

establishing aprirnafacie case is not an "onerous" one.21 

First element 

Ms. McGurl can clearly prove the first element of the prima far;ie case. She engaged in 

two protected activities. First, she emailed Heidi Dimick at OHR on August 30, 2017, to ask how 

19 Robertson v. Mylan Laboratories, Inc., 176 Vt. 356,376 (2004). 
2° Cooper v. New York State Dept. of Labor, 819 F.3d 678, 681 {2"d Cir. 2016). 
21 Beckmann v. Edson Hi/I Manor, Inc., 171 Vt. 607,608 (2000){mem.). 
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STATE OF VERMONT
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION

Rebecca McGurl,
Complainant

HRC Complaint No. E18-0003

Agency of Transportation
Respondent

FINAL DET RMINATION

Purs.uant to g V.s,A. 4ss4, the Vermont Human Rights commission

enters the following Order:

The following vote was taken on a motion to find that there are reasonable
grounds to believe that the Agency of Transportation, the Respondents, illegally

retaliated against Ms. McGurl, the Complainant, in violation of Vermont's Fair

Employment Practices Act.
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Mary Brodsky, Acting Chair

Dawn Ellis

Donald Vickers

Chuck Kletecka, Alternate

Ma ry Marzec-Gerrior, Alternate
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Dated at Montpelier, Vermont, this 24th day of January ,2019.

BY: VERMONT HUMAN RIGHTS COMMTSSTON
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